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of section 2(a)(3) of the Act and the contract stipulation it requires.

(c) [Reserved]

(d) The standards expressed in this part 1925 are for application to ordinary employment situations, and do not preclude proof or recognition of the necessity for additional standards in employment situations of extraordinary hazard. Neither do the standards expressed in this part 1925 purport to cover all of the working conditions which are unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the health or safety of service employees. Other working conditions may be found to be unsanitary or hazardous or dangerous to the health or safety of such employees on evidence to that effect.

(e) Compliance with the standards expressed in this part 1925 will not relieve anyone from any obligation he may have to comply with any stricter standard, such as state or local law or ordinance or collective bargaining agreement.

§ 1925.2 Safety and health standards.

Every contractor and subcontractor shall comply with the safety and health standards published in 41 CFR part 50–204, including any matters incorporated by reference therein.

§ 1925.3 Records.

Every contractor or subcontractor shall comply with the recordkeeping requirements of 29 CFR part 1904.
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